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A procedure R for selecting a subset of k populations con-
taining at least one of the t best populations was introduced in 
[2]. For normal populations we put TTi in the selected subset if 
and only if - a 
s' 
where X. 
l. 
is the sample mean from 
- -TTi and the ordered sample means are X[l] ~ ••. =s X[k]. Under 
a > 0 are determined so that the 
s 
procedure R both s > 1 and 
probability of a correct subset * P{CS}?:: P (specified),whenever the 
minimum difference between any one of the t largest population means 
and any one of the k - t smallest is at least * 5 (specified). For 
* t = 1 and 5 = 0 the goal is the same as that considered by Gupta [1], 
but his procedure RG is not the same as procedure R. In [2] many 
* exact and asymptotic comparisons are made for t > 1 and 6 > 0 but 
the emphasis there is on the equal parameter (EP) configuration, 
where the expected subset size is maximized. Moreover for- t = 1 and 
5* = O the value of the expected subset sizes E{SIEP) is the same, 
* namely kP, for both procedures and hence this criteria does not lead 
to any clear preference in this special case. It was shown in [2] that 
* * if either t > 1 or 6 > 0 then asymptotically (P - 1) the value 
of E{SIEP} is smaller for procedure R than for the natural general-
* ization ~ of procedure RG for 
* ratio approaches zero as P - 1. 
t > 1 and 6 > O; in fact, the 
* In this note we consider only the special case t = 1 and 6 = 0 
and make asymptotic (p* - 1) comparisons of E{SIQ.} for any k-vector 
9 of true parameter values. Let 9[l] ~ 0 00 ,:S 9[k] denote the ordered 
- 2 -
parameter values and let 6ij = e[i] - e[j]. In terms of the differences 
6ij' we find the exact sets SR and SG of vectors Q_ which have 
a smaller asymptotic (p* ~ 1) value for E(SltJ under procedure 
R and RG, respectively. Since both SR and SG are non-empty, it 
follows that neither of these two procedures is uniformly better than 
the other in the sense of this criterion. We assume normal populations 
with a common variance cr2 , which we can take to be unity. 
Under procedure R with t = 1, we set s = k - 1 * for P close 
* to one and obtain for o = 0 
k 
= E (1 
i=l 
k j:/rx(i) + ak-1 < x(j), x(j) = x[2]}] 
-/:i 
k k k 
= k - E E J ~(x +A.. - A) TT [1 - t(x + A. )]d~(x), 
i=l j=l Ji Q'=l JQ' 
-/:i a-1:i,j 
where A= ak 1Jn, L. = 6 . . J-;,. and ~ (x), cp(x) are used to denote the 
- 1J 1J 
standard normal Codofo and density, respectively. As in Section 8 of [2] 
we use the Laplace-Feller expansion for the 'tail' of the normal c~d.f. 
in (1), drop the denominator and then 'complete the square'. Neglecting 
the error term, o(exp(-9 2 (A - Ak1 )
2 /2}), we obtain 
(2) C k -A E E J[cp(X + A - A •• ) cp(x)] TT ~(x - A. ) dx 
• •_/_• J 1 1 JQ' 
i Jr:1 Q'= 
k - E{sl e, R} 
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_c_ A - Aji k 
- A k-1 ~ . ~. cp ( JF ) f [ rr1 cp Ci + nQ') J cp (y) dy 
l. J ;,;:J. Q'= 'V' 
cxl=i ,j 
C A-A .. 
- k- l E E tp ( ff 1 ) exp { - [ E n2 - .!( E D ) 2 ] / 2) 
A l.• J" _Ll.• 2 _L • • Q' k J • • Ct ;,;: Q';,;:l. , J G'rl. , J 
where D = (A .. - A - 2A. )/2o Collecting the factors of the form 
Q' J l. JQ' 
exp[-CA2 } and exp{CA}, we use the fact that 
(3) (k - 1) A.. - E 
Jl. al=i,j A. JQ' = A •• + E A. • J 1. _,. en Q'r=J 
= EA . 
Q'l. 
Q' 
does not depend on j, and obtain from (2) 
(4) k - E(SI!!_, R} 
C -(~~l)(A-A.i)2 
::::: ~ E E e J exp(.!.(A .. - A) E A. } 
A i J. -/:.i k J 1. , • • JO' Q':,::l. , J 
( k-1) 2 
_£_- 2k A A 
k-1 e E exp{k EA .}. A . cx1. J. (X 
The maximum term in (4) for large A is obtained by maximizing over 
i the sum in braces and this clearly occurs for i = lo Hence 
(5) 
(6) 
k - E(SI_.§_, R} :::: C k-1 A 
( (k-1) 2 A } exp - 2k A + k E AQ'l o Q' 
It is shown in (Boll) of [2] that for * p _, 1 
A -
k 1 
2(k l) Inc--::;=) 
- 1-P 
and applying this to (5) gives the final form for procedure R 
(7) C * / 2 1 k - E(slt, R} =::: k-l (1 - P) exp((E AQ'1 )jk(k-l) ln(~)}. A cx 1-P 
(8) 
Hence 
(9) 
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For procedure RG it is easily shown as in Gupta [l] that 
k 
E f 1T 4> (x + A + A •• ) d(f) (x) 
. 1 •/ • 1J 1= Jr:1 
- E J(l - ~ (1 - <?>(x +A+ A .. )]} d<?>(x) 
i j;i:i 1J 
A+ A.. 
= k - E E (1 
i jJi 
(f) ( l.J ) ] J2 
C A+ A.. 
- - E E cp( 1 J) 
A. •I• J2 1 J;cl. 
C -A2 /4 
- e E E A .. I• 
l. J r=l. 
e 
M . ./2 J 1. 
The maximum term for large A is obtained by setting j = k and i = l; 
hence this gives 
(10) 
In (8.11) of [2] we set s = t = 1 to obtain the A-value for pro-
cedure RG, namely 
and applying this to (10) gives the final form 
It follows from (7) and (12) that E{Sj.@_, R} is smaller than 
* for P close to one when 
r-·---
(l3) ._/4(k:1) E \i1·> "-kl ' 
C{ 
and it is larger when the inequality is reversed. For k = 2 the 
procedures are identical and (13) is vacuous. For k = 3 the inequality 
· .. 
0 
in (13) holdswhen 
If we define the configuration 
(15) = 
then (13) takes the form 
- 5 -
c.(j = 1, 2, ..• , k) 
J 
by setting 
9[k-j+1J = ••• = e[k] 
and we note that (13) always holds for Ck-l for k > 2. On the other 
hand, for all k > 2 the inequality in ( 13) is reversed for c1 and also 
for the configuration in which adjacents parameters are equally spaced. 
A table of values for E{slc.} (j = 1, 2, 3, 4) for k = 5 is 
J 
included in [3] and it illustrates numerically the results proved above. 
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